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YOUR HOST1.



WELCOME ！  
Dear guest，
Thank you for choosing my retreat, I sincerely hope
you will enjoy your time with me and other guests
in the nature.
You can practice yoga and meditation, breathe
fresh air, live simple days, eat healthy organic food,  
pick up vegetables in the farm and cook in nature,
boat, or watch ducks playing in the river, read by
the river. 
Life is slow, simple and happy here. I'm inviting you
to enjoy a weekend with us together here. 
                                                                                                           
Lydia sun 



2. OUR SPIRIT
Slow down and reconnect with nature, with your own body and mind, and other people. 
 
Breathing is the foundation of life. Under the pressure of modern life, our breathing
gradually becomes short and fast, which indirectly causes various emotional problems.
During the retreat, we will practice various deep breathing methods, deep clean the
lungs and mind in nature, help you return to the basics, relax your mind and body, and
relieve anxiety.

In modern life, our thoughts are like jumping monkeys, making it hard to concentrate
and efficient. Mindfulness meditation can help you focus on the present and enjoy the
beauty of life better.

Yoga practice can help you increase your body's flexibility and strength. The body and
mind are closely related. Body flexibility will help increase your mind flexibility and
creativity. Stronger body also enhance a stronger and braver mind and spirit. 

 
 



Hatha Vinyasa Flow yoga

Physiotherapy Yoga

Yin yoga

Sun salutation
Give consideration to strength and flexibility exercises, stretch the body and
calm the heart. Whether you are a yoga beginner or an experienced yoga
practitioner, you can get a comprehensive exercise from yoga sun salutation.

By leading the energy produced by breathing and exercise to heal the discomfort
of the body, make the body more flexible and stronger, and enhance the self-
healing function of life.

The meaning of Vinyasa is the coordination of breathing and movement.
Flow Yoga focuses on the combination of flowing water-like movements to
strengthen the body. It focuses on stretchability, strength, flexibility,
endurance, balance, and concentration.

Yin Yoga combines the essence of Chinese Taoism and martial arts,
emphasizing the relaxation of the whole body, using the body's own weight
to stretch, letting it go, clearing all distracting thoughts and combining slow
and natural breathing.

The breathing practiced by Tibetan lamas can generate tremendous energy.
Tibet breathing 

Ujjayi means to be free, liberate the mind, and win. 
Ujjayi breathing 





We will have different types of breathing practice, meditation, yoga, 
 boating, vegetable picking and cooking, and discover other activities
close to nature.

You will be more relaxed in nature, Repair body and spirit, release stress,
and deeply reconnect with nature, your body and spirit and with other
people.

 3. WHAT YOU WILL GET FROM THE RETREAT





4. OUR SCHEDULE  
First day 
Morning 8am - leave from Shanghai 
( about 1-1.5 hours we will arrive )

Activity 1 - Discover the organic farm.
Pick up vegetable, 
Boating
Yoga
lunch in the farm 

Evening
Dinner with mindfulness 
Social and bonfire meditation 
Flow yoga, Ujjayi breathing, meditation

Second day
Morning
Sunsalutation (Yoga), Tibet breathing
Breakfast with mindfulness
Activity 2- discover national park
cycling in nature 

Lunch 
Lunch break/nap
Yin Yoga, sound healing

Leave for Shanghai 
Arrive Shanghai around 7pm 



5. OUR HOME FOOD
Organic
Fresh

Delicious
(Vegetarian food available)







6. PAST OTHER RETREAT
2nd retreat spot in Zhejiang 



3rd retreat spot
 in Zhejiang 





4th retreat spot
 in Zhejiang 



8. PRACTICAL INFORMATION 

Add wechat 15502156936 or scan the QR code 
Secure your seat by transferring full amount through alipay or
WeChat or bank card.
Send your green QR code, ID, phone number, email address to the
WeChat ( for travel insurance) 

How to sign up? 
1.
2.

3.

We will purchase travel insurance for you. Hope you will never use it ^-^ 

Fee for this retreat is 2481 rmb  ( add WeChat 15502156936 for
discounts) 
Designed for all levels of yogi and nature lovers.
The place is in Shanghai, 0 worry about Quarantine policy 



Things to bring 



THANKS!


